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Abstract
Efficient progress of the monetary theory of production (MTP) is hampered by an unsatisfactory account of
how profit and interest emerge in the monetary circuit. As matter of fact, this question puzzled already the
classics. It seems evident that it cannot be answered by applying the usual tools. The present paper’s
purpose is to overcome the deadlock. This is done by setting the circulation approach on general structural
axiomatic foundations.
JEL B41, B59, E19, E40
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“The existence of monetary profits at the macroeconomic (aggregate) level has always been a conundrum
for theoreticians of the monetary circuit. If money is created from bank credit, how can we explain profits if
firms borrow just enough to cover wages that are simply spent on consumption goods an returned to firms to
extinguish their initial debt? Indeed, not only are firms unable to create profits, they also cannot raise
sufficient funds to cover the payment of interest.” (Rochon, 2005, p. 125), see also (Godley & Lavoie, 2007,
p. 3), (Messori & Zazzaro, 2005, pp. 111-112), (Paraguez & Seccareccia, 2000, pp. 109-110), (Smithin,
1994, p. 176)
It is the purpose of the present paper to solve these conundrums. This is done by setting the
circulation approach on a comprehensive axiomatic foundation. The general thesis says that human
behavior does not yield to the axiomatic method (this rules out the standard approach), yet the
axiomatization of the money economy’s fundamental structure is feasible. The general case for structural
axiomatization has been made elsewhere (2011a), (2011b), thus we can immediately take up circuit theory
as specific application.
The formal ground is prepared in Section 1. The analytical point of departure, Schumpeter’s
‘reasonably small number of equations connecting a reasonably small number of variables’, is given with the
structural axiom set which represents the pure consumption economy. In Sections 0 and 0 the relations
between the household and the business sector’s respective stock of money, the quantity of money, and the
average stock of transaction money are defined. In Sections 0 and 0 the connection between profit,
distributed profit, retained profit and saving is established. This yields the general complementary relation
between retained profit and saving–dissaving. In Section 0 the self-reproducing process of profit origination
and distribution is constituted. In the final part, Sections 0 to 0 the transaction and banking unit of the central
bank are introduced. This enables the determination of all prices and the loan interest rate under the
conditions of, at first, zero profit, and then under positive overall profits. Section 0 concludes.
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1.

Axioms and definitions

The first three structural axioms relate to income, production, and expenditures in a period of arbitrary length.
For the remainder of this inquiry the period length is conveniently assumed to be the calendar year.
Simplicity demands that we have at first one world economy, one firm, and one product.
Total income of the household sector

W
share N

rate

L,

and working hours

Y

in period

t

is the sum of wage income, i.e. the product of wage

and distributed profit, i.e. the product of dividend

D

and the number of

.

Y = WL  DN
Output of the business sector

O

is the product of productivity

R

(1)

|t
and working hours.

(2)

O = RL | t
Consumption expenditures

C

of the household sector is the product of price

C = PX

P

and quantity bought

X

.

(3)

|t

The axioms represent the pure consumption economy, that is, no investment expenditures, no foreign trade,
and no taxes or any other state activity.
Definitions are supplemented by connecting variables on the right-hand side of the identity sign that have
already been introduced by the axioms (Boylan & O'Gorman, 2007, p. 431). With (4) wage income
distributed profit income

YD

YW

and

is defined:

YW  WL

YD  DN

(4)

| t.

Definitions add no new content to the set of axioms but determine the logical context of concepts. New
variables are introduced with new axioms.
The economic meaning is rather obvious for the set of structural axioms. What deserves mention is
that total income in (1) is the sum of wage income and distributed profit and not of wage income and profit.
Profit and distributed profit are quite different things that have to be thoroughly kept apart.
“A theory consists of a number of assumptions which logically function as axioms. Through
specification and by introducing initial conditions, we may deduce predictions from them. If
the predictions prove to be valid we may also say that the assumptions are realistic.”
(Klant, 1994, p. 75)
2. Money and credit
The dichotomization of the real and the monetary sphere was a central point of Keynes’s methodological
critique of conventional economics:
“The division of economics between the theory of value and distribution on the one hand and the theory of
money on the other hand is, I think, a false division." (Keynes, 1973, p. 293)
The first task, then, is to demonstrate how money follows consistently from the axiom set. If income
is higher than consumption expenditures the household sector’s stock of money increases. The change in
period

t

is defined as:
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M H  m Y  C | t.
The identity sign’s superscript
The stock of money

MH

m

(5)

indicates that the definition refers to the monetary sphere.

at the end

t

of an arbitrary number of periods is defined as the numerical integral

of the previous changes of the stock plus the initial endowment:
t

M H  M Ht  M H 0 | t .

(6)

t =1

The changes in the stock of money as seen from the business sector are symmetrical to those of the
household sector:

M B  m C  Y

(7)

| t.

The business sector’s stock of money at the end of an arbitrary number of periods is accordingly given by:
t

M B  M Bt  M B 0 | t .

(8)

t =1

In order to reduce the monetary phenomena to the essentials it is supposed that all financial transactions are
carried out by the central bank. The stock of money then takes the form of current deposits or current
overdrafts (cf. (Wicksell, 1936, p. 70), (Renversez, 1996), (Lavoie, 2003, pp. 506-509)). Initial endowments
can be set to zero. Then, if the household sector owns current deposits according to (6) the current
overdrafts of the business sector are of equal amount according to (8), and vice versa. Each sector’s stock of
money is either positive or negative. Money and credit are at first symmetrical. From the central bank’s
perspective the quantity of money at the end of an arbitrary number of periods is then given by the absolute
value either from (6) or (8):

M

t

M

H t ;B t

with

M H 0;B 0 = 0

|t.

(9)

t =1

The quantity of money is always

0

and follows directly from the axioms. It is assumed at first that the

central bank plays an accommodative role and simply supports the autonomous market transactions
between the household and the business sector. For the time being, money is the dependent variable.
Transaction money
“In different ways, advocates of MTP [monetary theory of production] reject the simultaneous logic of general
equilibrium analysis. They consider ... the need for analyzing the successive phases of the economic
process.” (Fontana & Realfonzo, 2005, p. 9)
By sequencing the initially given period length of one year into months the idealized transaction
pattern that is displayed in Figure 1 results (cf. (Newlyn, 1971), (Schmitt, 1996, p. 134)). It is assumed that
the monthly income

Y
12

is paid out at mid-month. In the first half of the month the daily spending of

Y
360

increases the current overdrafts of the households. At mid-month the households change to the positive side
and have current deposits of

Y
24

at their disposal. This amount reduces continuously towards the end of the

month. This pattern is exactly repeated over the rest of the year. At the end of each subperiod, and therefore
also at the end of the year, both the stock of money and the quantity of money is zero. Money is present and
absent depending on the time frame of observation.
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Figure 1: Household
d sector’s trans
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M̂T   Y

|t

(
(10)

which resembles Pigou’s Cambridg
ge equation; tthe underlying
g theory, thoug
gh, is thereby not adopted. For the
regular transaction pattern
p
that is
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alization the index is

1
48

. Different transaction
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e transaction pattern
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index.
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E
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es ratio

E 
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penditure ratio
o

E = 1

C
Y

X 

X

X
O

is
s defined as:

(
(11)

| t.

ind
dicates that co
onsumption expenditures
e
are
a equal to income, or, in
n other

words, that the house
ehold sector’s
s budget is ba
alanced. A valu
ue of
quantities produced and sold are equal in perio
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t

X = 1

t
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of the sales ratio means that

or, in otther words, th
hat the producct market is cleared.
c

1) together on
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explicit transaction equation for the limiiting case of market
Taking (10) and (11
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 i  Mˆ T  

X
RLP
E
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M̂T
=  O if
P

 X = 1,  E = 1 | t.

(
(12)
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ormula.
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o output (ii) if tthe transaction index
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E

and

X
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ons money is endogenous (Desai,
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p. 150) and neutral (Patinkin, 1989) iin the structu
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autonomous market transactions and has three aspects: stock of money ( M H ,
(here

M=0

at period start and end because of

transaction money (here

M B ),

quantity of money

 E = 1 , cf. (Graziani, 1996, p. 143)) and average stock of

M̂T > 0 ).

4. Profit
The business sector’s financial profit in period

t

is defined with (13) as the difference between the sales

revenues – for the economy as a whole identical with consumption expenditures
identical with wage income

YW :

C

– and costs – here

2

Q fi  C  YW

| t.

(13)

In explicit form, after the substitution of (3) and (4), this definition is identical with that of the theory of the
firm:

Q fi  PX  WL | t.

(14)

Using the first axiom (1) and the definitions (4) one gets:

Q fi  C  Y  YD | t.
The three definitions are formally equivalent. If distributed profit

YD

(15)

in (15) is set to zero, then profit or loss

of the business sector is determined solely by expenditures and income. For the business sector as a whole
to make a profit consumption expenditures

C

have in the simplest case to be greater than wage income

YW . So that profit comes into existence in the pure consumption economy the household sector must run a
deficit at least in one period. This in turn makes the inclusion of the financial sector mandatory. A theory that
does not include at least one bank that supports the concomitant credit expansion (6) cannot capture the
essential features of the market economy (Keynes, 1973, p. 85). Mention should be made that, for quite
different reasons, neither neoclassicals nor Keynesians ever came to grips with profit (Desai, 2008, p. 10),
(Tómasson & Bezemer, 2010, pp. 1-4). There is no difference on this point with circuitists, or, for that matter,
with heterodox attempts (e.g. (Correa, 2012), (Keen, 2010), (Bruun & Heyn-Johnsen, 2009), (Binswanger,
1996)).
5. Retained profit and saving
Profits can either be distributed or retained. If nothing is distributed, then profit adds entirely to the financial
wealth of the firm. Retained profit

Qre

is defined for the business sector as a whole as the difference

between profit and distributed profit in period

t:
Qre  Q fi  YD | t.

(16)

2
Profits from changes in the value of nonfinancial assets are neglected here, i.e. the condition of market clearing O=X holds
throughout. For details about changes of inventory see (2011c, p. 5). Changes in the value of other nonfinancial assets are treated
at length in (2012b).
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Using (15) and (7) it follows:

Qre  C  Y  m M B | t.
Retained profit

Qre

is the residual

C Y

(17)

as it appears at the firm that represents the business sector.

The same residual appears at the central bank as a change of the business sector’s stock of money

M B .

The two aspects are kept apart by the notation. It follows immediately that the development of the business
sector’s stock of money, which may carry a positive or negative sign, is given by (8).
Financial saving is given by (18) as the difference of income and consumption expenditures. This definition is
identical with Keynes’s (1973, p. 63), only the notation is different.

S fi  Y  C | t

(18)

In combination with (5) this yields the straightforward relation:

S fi  Y  C  m M H | t.
Financial saving

S fi

is the residual

Y C

(19)

as it appears at the household sector; the same residual

appears at the central bank as a change of the household sector’s stock of money

M H .

The two aspects are kept apart by the notation. It follows immediately that the development of the household
sector’s stock of money, which may carry a positive or negative sign, is given by (6). Equations (19)
respectively (17) determine the changes of the quantity of money as given by (9).
Financial
i.e.

saving

(19)

and

retained

profit

(17)

always

move

in

opposite

directions,

Qre  S fi .

Let us call this the complementarity corollary because it follows directly from the definitions themselves. The
corollary asserts that the complementary notion to saving is not investment but negative retained profit.
Positive retained profit is the complementary of dissaving. This entails that the plans of households and firms
are only mutually compatible if both retained profit and financial saving are zero. This rarely happens in the
real world. Therefore, a behavioral equilibrium in the sense of Arrow and Hahn (1991, p. 16), although
formally possible, plays no role in the structural axiomatic context.
In the general case, profit or loss depends on consumer spending and profit distribution. If
distributed profit is set to zero, then we face, according to (15), three logical alternatives:

C < YW , C = YW or C > YW .
The first alternative entails a loss for the business sector as a whole, the second entails zero profit,
and only the third leads to profit which in turn is the indispensable condition for a reproducible economy.
Hence the real question is not about the existence of a zero-profit equilibrium, but how the market economy
can, and in fact does, avoid this predicament over a longer time span. What is needed for a start is the deficit
spending of the household sector at least in one period. When the purchase of long lived consumption
goods, e.g. houses, is correctly subsumed under consumption expenditures there arises no problem with
regard to collateral for the banking industry and a sound credit expansion may – in principle – proceed for an
indefinite time in the pure consumption economy. It needs hardly emphasis that the process of profit
origination looks different in the investment economy (for details see (2011d)). The underlying mechanism,
though, is essentially the same.
In the pure consumption economy one has labor input as the sole factor of production and wage
income as the corresponding factor remuneration. Since the factor capital is nonexistent, profit cannot be
assigned to it in functional terms. From this follows as far-reaching methodological consequence: to treat
profit as factor income is a category mistake (for a proof see (2012a)).
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6. Profiit and profit distribution
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d
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YD 3 = Q fi 2 .

(
(20)

In period3 the housseholds no longer dissavve but spend
d their distrib
buted profits. Total consu
umption
expend
ditures are equ
ual to total inc
come, i.e.

p
in
 E = 1 , as theyy were in periood1. From thiss follows the profit

period3 as:

Q fi 3  C
 Q fi 3 = Q fi 2 .
3  Y3  YD 3



(
(21)

0

Profit in
n period3 is exxactly equal to
o the profit off the previous
s period. From
m (16) in turn follows that re
etained
profit iss zero. This pa
attern is repea
ated in period4 and it is evid
dent that this configuration
c
iss reproducible
e for an
indefinitte time span provided thatt profits are fu
ully distributed
d and fully spent and the oone-period loa
ans are
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prolonged in each successive period. The transaction pattern index



in (12), assumes different numerical

values in period2 and period3. Subsequently it remains constant. This entails an increase of the average
stock of transaction money beginning with period2. The quantity of money (9) is, after profit distribution, zero
at the beginning of period3 and then at the beginning of the following periods.
7. The transaction unit
The business sector consists of a consumption goods producing firm
firm

A

and the central bank as the second

B . To begin with, the central bank handles only the money transactions. Total employment is given by:

L  LA  LB

(22)

| t.

To focus exclusively on the monetary phenomena variations of total employment are excluded.
Total income consists according to (1) of wage income and distributed profit. To simplify the analysis the
wage rates for all firms are set equal. Distributed profits are at first zero:

Y =W
| t.
A LA  W
B LB   DA N A  DB N B 


W

(23)



YD =0

W

The household sector apportions its consumption expenditures between the purchase of consumption goods
and the purchase of transaction services. With

XB

the number of transactions per period that are carried

out by the central bank on behalf of the households is denoted:

C = PA X A  PB X B
Consumption expenditures are equal to income, i.e.

(24)

| t.

 E = 1 . The households neither save nor dissave.

Overall financial profit (14) is differentiated for the two firms:

Q fiA  PA X A  WLA
| t.
Q fiB  PB X B  WLB
Under the condition of market clearing, i.e.

(25)

 X = 1 , this can be rewritten as:


W 
Q fiA = PA RA LA  1 
 if
 PA RA 

 XA = 1
| t.


W 
Q fiB = PB RB LB  1 
 if
 PB RB 
Overall profits are zero because of
W
PR

= 1.

PA =

C =Y

and

(26)

 XB = 1

YD = 0 . The zero profit condition for a single firm reads

Under this conditions follows from (26) that absolute prices are equal to unit wage costs, i.e.

W
RA

respectively

PB =

W
RB

. In sum: both markets are cleared, the household sector’s budget is

balanced and profits are zero for both the consumption goods producing firm and the transaction unit of the
central bank. Money transactions consume resources, the less so the higher the productivity of the
transaction unit is. Alone for this reason money cannot be neutral. The price the households pay for each
transaction

PB

follows from (26) and the zero profit condition.
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8. The banking unit
The inclusion of the banking unit entails that the given resources of the business sector

L

have first to be

reallocated:

L  LA  LB  LC

(27)

| t.

As a consequence total income is then given by:

Y =W
| t.
A LA  W
B LB  W
C LC   DA N A  DB N B  DC N C 



W

W

W

(28)



YD =0

The interest payments of the household sector to the banking unit have to be subsumed under consumption
expenditures:

C = PA X A  PB X B  IC AC
C = C A  CB  CC
The quantity bought from the banking unit

XC

| t.

(29)

can here be replaced by the amount of the loan

AC

(for the

consistent derivation of the rate of interest from the differentiated axiom set see (2011b, pp. 12-14)).
The reallocation of labor input is neutral with regard to the price of the consumption good. When labor input

LC

is taken away from firm

A

output falls. At the same time consumption expenditures are redirected away

from purchases of consumption goods to purchases of the services of the banking unit, i.e.
and

CC

CA

goes down

goes up. This leaves the price of the consumption good unaffected under the given conditions. The

household sector buys less consumption goods and more banking services. According to this demand shift
the unaltered total labor input is reallocated.
Profit for each firm is zero, i.e.

W
PR

= 1:


W 
Q fiA = PA RA LA  1 
 if
 PA RA 

 XA = 1


W 
Q fiB = PB RB LB  1 
 if
 PB RB 

 XB = 1



W
= IC AC  1 
AC

 IC L
C


 XC = 1

Q fiC



 if




(30)

| t.

The zero profit conditions and the market clearing condition define the commodity price, the transaction price
and the rate of interest. All are equal to the respective unit wage costs. The inclusion of the banking unit and
the appearance of interest on the one-period loan results in a reallocation of demand and resources. The
loan interest rate is, at first, alone determined by the production conditions of the banking unit. The same
holds for the price of the consumption good

PA

and the price of a monetary transaction

PB . All firms recoup

their costs. Interest payments of the households on the one-period-loan are equal to wage income in the
banking unit. All relative prices are objectively determined by the respective productivities. The case for
business loans is analogous (for details see (2011c, pp. 2-7)).
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9. Equal profit ratios
In order to eliminate all subjective elements and to determine all prices analytically for the general case of
positive overall profit an additional assumption is required. The most suitable condition is profit ratio
equalization. The overall profit ratio

Q

follows from (15) as:

Q 
The profit ratio

Q

Q fi
WL

 Q   E 1   D   1 | t.

for the business sector as a whole is positive if the expenditure ratio

distributed profit ratio

D

is

(31)

E

>1

is

or the

> 0 , or both. The distributed profit ratio is defined as:

D 

YD
YW

(32)

| t.

The profit ratio for each firm is then given by:

QA 

PA X A
1
WA LA

Under the condition of equal profit ratios

QB 

PB X B
1
WB LB

QA = QB = QC = Q

QC 

IC A C
 1 | t.
WC LC

(33)

follows for the market clearing prices

and the rate of interest:

PA =

W
 E 1   D  if
RA

 XA = 1

PB =

W
 E 1   D  if
RB

 XB = 1

W
 1   D  if
AC E
LC

 XC = 1

IC =

If the overall expenditure ratio

E

is unity and the distributed profit ratio

D

| t.

(34)

is zero then prices and the

interest rate are equal to unit wage cost in each firm as in (30). In the general case, prices and the interest
rate depend also on the expenditure ratio and the distributed profit ratio. An expenditure ratio
and a distributed profit ratio

D > 0

E

of unity

yields the reproducible configuration of Figure 2 which entails both

interest and profit. Relative prices are the same as in the zero profit case.
Equations (34) looks like markup pricing formulas. They are nothing of the sort. The prices are
determined by the conditions of market-clearing and equal profit ratios. The introduction if the markup
assumption would over-determinate the system. Yet the equations go some way in explaining why most
economic models of pricing ‘derive a reasonably stable markup of price over cost’ (Hall, 2011, p. 446).
It is evident that profit ratio equalization is a formal benchmark. Whether profit ratios in fact equalize
in the real world is a quite different matter. This, though, is of secondary importance. The indispensable
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condition for a viable money economy is that overall profits are greater than zero. In the pure consumption
economy this means that the household sector must produce an initial deficit. In a more complex economy
the investing business sector (2011d), the foreign trade sector (2011e) or the government sector (2012c)
may spark off and maintain an expansionary trend. The basic principle is the same. What the monetary
economy needs least is an equilibrium with balanced budgets.
10. Conclusions
Behavioral assumptions, rational or otherwise, are not solid enough to be eligible as first principles of
theoretical economics. Hence all endeavors to lay the formal foundation on a new site and at a deeper level
actually need no further vindication. The present paper suggests three non-behavioral axioms as
groundwork for the circuitist approach. The main results of this paradigmatic application are:


The quantity of money follows directly from the set of structural axioms.



Under the initial conditions of market clearing and budget balancing money is endogenous and
neutral.



A positive expenditure-income asymmetry is the ultimate structural originator of profit and therefore
the indispensable prerequisite for favorable business conditions. This holds for the elementary
consumption economy and the complex investment economy in equal measure.



In the pure consumption economy total profit of the business sector is greater than zero if the
expenditure ratio is



>1

or the distributed profit ratio is

> 0 , or both.

In the pure consumption economy one has labor input as the sole factor of production and wage
income as the corresponding factor remuneration. Since the factor capital is nonexistent, profit
cannot be assigned to it in functional terms. From this follows as far-reaching methodological
consequence: to treat profit as factor income is a category mistake.



Under the condition of full profit distribution profit remains constant and retained profit is zero. This
configuration is reproducible for an indefinite time span.




Loans are produced like any other commodity. The rate of interest inherits the role of the price.
Under the condition of profit ratio equalization all prices and the rate of interest on one-period loans
to the household sector are objectively determined. Relative prices depend solely on the
productivities in the different lines of production.
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